
Our Towns Our City (OTOCI) would like to thank Sudbury Star (May 8th: Hit to City’s bottom line not 
too bad), for exposing how dramatically out of touch City management is from taxpayers.  Not once, 
in the article, was there any mention of the financial impact the pandemic crisis has had on taxpayers, 
those who pay ALL of the bills at the City.  The time is now to record these incidents for when we get 
back to what Corporate CGS says should be normal. 
 
An increase in CGS corporate cost of $380,000 per week?  Is that after savings from reduced services?  CGS 
will attempt to access Provincial and Federal taxes to cover these costs.  The same pockets, different route. 
Corporate CGS has taken pride in a number of issues where there should be shame instead. 
Two Day-Cares are operating, not three, in spite of extreme bureaucratic resistance by CGS management. 
Boat launches were closed without regard for residents with water only access to maintain their insurance 
coverage and permanent homes. A City-wide fire ban was imposed to prevent backyard “campfires”? 
Community clean-up crews were reduced without regard for the extra garbage dropped along roadsides due to 
closure of landfills and transfer stations. Landfills and transfer stations were closed due to social 
gatherings?  Four bags of garbage and additional shifts for annual yard cleanings?  Is this essential service?  No 
regard for residents who have no curbside pickups. Homeless (politely referred to as “street-involved 
population”) gained some accommodation, mostly due to extreme efforts by volunteers in the public who are 
still facing ongoing obstacles. Credit taken for street sweeping efforts that apparently are essential services 
whereas care for the homeless and adequate waste collection aren’t.  Six workers and three trucks to open a 
driveway culvert damaged by City crews where one worker, one truck would suffice. 
 
Climate Change has been given credit by the General Manager of Growth and Infrastructure for improving the 
cleanliness of CGS streets although we have yet to see the bills for the service. 
Bureaucratic constipation now has financial consequences that are bureaucratic terrorism, especially 
to the growing population of elderly who have no funds for either compliance or non-compliance. 
Nowhere, in the reported summary, is there any mention of the financial hardships visited on those who will be 
paying the bills, the taxpayers. 
 
Municipal governments are there to provide services to the people in accordance with the ability of the people 
to pay for those services.  They are not, by law, allowed to operate deficits and therefore have become quite 
adept at pleading with senior levels to tap into taxpayer pockets instead of reducing costs in accordance with 
ability to pay. 
 
Can taxpayers expect reductions in their tax bills for services removed, for lost incomes, for 
bureaucratic interferences without consideration of special circumstances, etc. during this 
period?  “One city, one service” is not working and has once again failed many, many taxpayers. 
CGS has not made any attempt to reduce costs as there has been no temporary lay-off of Staff in a 
time when there are significant government subsidies available to assist those laid-off. 
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